A Word from the Author ...
HOW TO TREAT A WOMAN
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO PUT THE LIFE BACK INTO YOUR
LOVE... IN ONE, EASY TO READ, BOOK
Have you ever wished your man understood you and your body
better?
Would you like to tell him exactly how you feel and what makes
you tick, what turns you on? But perhaps you’re too embarrassed
to tell him or simply can’t put your desires into words?
This helpful guide will do the job for you by telling your man in a
tasteful way:
·
·
·
·
·
·

How to have a better relationship with you
How to respond to your likes and dislikes
How to give you better sex
How to find your hot spots
How to give you better orgasms
What you really need in a man

No need to feel tongue-tied or feel guilty about having to ask him
to please you.
It’s time to be treated with the love, care and attention you have
always dreamed about… Treated like a woman.
* Just leave this subtle guide lying around your home, or better
still your bedroom, for your man to pick up… and let it do all the
work for you.

*Paperback and Hard Copy versions available – Details to follow.
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Dedication

This book is written with all women in mind,
and their men, all over the world.
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UNLOCKING THE MYSTERY OF HOW WOMEN
THINK, FEEL AND DESIRE

There are a million sayings and assumptions about the
differences between men and women:
·

Treat a woman with respect and you will receive respect
back.

·

Women are complicated, men are simple.
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·

Women are from Venus; men are from Mars.

·

Women want to talk; men want to do.

·

Women want love, men want sex.

Each gender seems to spend a lifetime and a lot of money
trying to figure the other one out. Why did she do that? What
did he mean when he said that? Why did she leave? Why
didn’t he call? We are truly a mystery to each other. What if I
told you that you could unlock the mystery to what women
think, feel, want, hate, love, desire, and more just in one book?
You would probably be pretty interested in getting your
hands on it. Well, you’re in luck. This book, “How to Treat a
Woman” aims to teach you more about women, their inner
thoughts and feelings, and teach you how to enhance and
enrich your emotional and sexual relationships with them. All
it will take is a little bit of your time and dedication.
In this book we are going to talk about a wide variety of
different subjects, from female sexual anatomy to body
language to masturbation to fantasies and desires. You won’t
be left wanting more after reading my book, I can promise you
that.
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LEARNING MORE ABOUT WOMEN AND
WHAT MAKES THEM TICK

A woman is many things and can be defined in many ways.
Some women are wives, others are girlfriends, and others
single. Some are mothers, some hope to be one day, others
choose not to have children, and some cannot. Some are
career women, others are students, and others are
homemakers. Some women ooze sexuality, others are
mysterious, and others still might choose a life of celibacy. We
10
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could go on and on discussing the many different things that
women can be, but one thing is clear, they are not easily
defined or put into a box. So, for a man who wants to learn
how to treat a woman, how do you know “what a woman
wants?”
Women are many things. They are more than just sexual
beings. They want more than just sex, but love, conversation,
sensitivity, affection, and genuine interest. You can’t fake your
way into a woman’s heart. In this book I will shed light on the
subject, sometimes making generalizations, but always
recognizing that all women are different and special. You’ll
begin by learning more about women and what makes them
tick.
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DISCOVERING THE GIRL IN YOUR WOMAN

To fully understand women let’s start back at the time in their
lives when their body changed quickly and drastically,
bringing them ever closer to womanhood: puberty.
Puberty is a mysterious time for both boys and girls. Their
bodies are changing very quickly and, depending on their
upbringing and education, they might not have a full grasp of
all that is happening inside them. For girls’ puberty begins
anywhere from about 8 years old to 13 years old. It can start
slowly and progress over the course of many years or it can
happen quickly all at once. One of the things that many girls
struggle with is whether or not they are developing at the
12
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same rate as their peers and friends. No one wants to be the
girl who develops too early or too late.
There are many physical changes that occur during puberty,
things such as breast growth, pubic and body hair growth,
first menstruation, growing taller, and acne are among the
major changes a girl will experience. Sometimes even more
challenging than the physical changes that a girl goes through
during puberty are the emotional changes. She’s trying to
understand everything that’s going on and all the while
people in her life might be telling her that she is a “woman”
now. That might leave her wondering, “But how can that be
when I still feel like a girl?” It can be a confusing time. She will
start to discover or develop more fully her interest in dating,
sex, and love. She’ll go through mood swings and probably
have trouble figuring out why she reacts and feels the way she
does. She might have her very first sexual feelings and
experiences at some point during puberty. Some girls might
be excited about the changes and embrace them fully, even
though they are confusing. Others might feel resentful, angry,
or embarrassed about how they are changing. The way that
family and friends react to them can also have an effect. This
is such a profoundly important time in a girl’s life that what
happens during puberty and how a girl reacts to it could affect
how she thinks of her female identity and sexuality as a grown
woman.
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WOMEN’S BREASTS AND HOW THEY DEVELOP

These two things can mark the move from girlhood to
womanhood for many girls, even though many changes
happen during puberty aside from these two things.
Menstruation, or getting her period, is one of the most
important things that happens to a girl during puberty. Once
a girl has gotten her period it means that she is able to become
pregnant. Just like with other parts of puberty, girls go
through many mixed feelings when it comes to getting their
period for the first time and having breasts. Some feel excited,
others scared, or others embarrassed.
At some point during puberty breast development begins. It
happens at different times for different girls. Before starting
14
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this process girls will be flat chested with small nipples, not
any different from their male counterparts. Once the breasts
begin to develop under the surface changes start to happen.
Girls will first develop “breast buds,” and while their breasts
are growing they might be sore and/or sensitive. The nipples
will likely get bigger and change color and begin to become
erect at times. For some girls their breasts develop very
quickly whilst others develop slowly over a period of years. A
girl’s breasts can continue to grow until she is in her twenties.

Understanding Periods
A girl will usually get her period around 2 to 2 and a half years
after her breasts start to develop. Anywhere from 6 months
before getting her period she might begin to notice vaginal
discharge. When she begins her period it means that she has
begun to ovulate, meaning that once every 28 days (give or
take) an egg will be released from one of her ovaries and
travel down one of her fallopian tubes to the uterus. If the egg
is not fertilized during her cycle, then it will not attach to the
uterine lining and she will shed the extra tissue lining in what
is known as menstruation. The blood, tissue, and unfertilized
egg leave the body through the vagina. Irregular periods and
cycle lengths are normal for young girls and for many they
regulate as they get older. Length of their period and amount
of blood will also vary from girl to girl.
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HOW WELL DO YOU KNOW HER BODY?

A well-developed understanding of a woman and her sexual
needs and desires has to start with a well-developed
understanding of female anatomy. Unfortunately, many guys
have no idea what they're dealing with when it comes to
women's bodies. They might learn the bare minimum in order
to get by, but to really please a woman physically you need to
16
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learn it all. When most people think of female anatomy,
they’re thinking about female sexual anatomy or
reproductive anatomy: things like the vagina, clitoris, and
vulva, but there is a lot more to it than that. Anatomy actually
refers to the whole human body and there are other parts of
the body that can be erotic besides just the genital area. In a
later chapter I will go into the many different erogenous
zones that are located all throughout the female body. There
are a lot more than you think and most of them aren’t in
between her legs, but for now let’s focus on getting to know
the female sexual anatomy, what each part does, and why it’s
important.
You might be tempted to skip over this section, but I promise
you that you’ll regret it if you do. Learning about the basics of
the female anatomy will be extremely helpful as you learn
how to be a better lover, boyfriend, partner, or husband. In
this section you will learn what the important parts of the
female sexual anatomy are, and in the rest of the book you will
learn how to stimulate these areas.
The sex of a fetus is determined from the very start. The
mother contributes the egg, which is an X chromosome, and
the father contributes the sperm, which is either an X or a Y
chromosome. If the father contributes an X, the baby will be
genetically female, and if he contributes a Y, the baby will be
genetically male. During the first few weeks of development
there is no difference between the genital structure of the
fetus, even though the genetic sex has been determined from
the start. The Y chromosome will release testosterone which
triggers male development. If that is not present, then the
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fetus will develop as female. Interestingly, for each part there
is a counterpart in the other sex. For example, the gonads will
develop into the ovaries for females and the testicles for
males. The phallus will become a penis in males and the
clitoris in females. Let’s take a closer look at each part of the
female sexual anatomy in detail.
Vulva - The vulva is commonly and incorrectly referred to as
the vagina, but they are actually two separate areas of the
female genitalia. The vulva is the name for all of the outer
genitalia that a woman has including, but not limited to, the
clitoris, the mons pubis, and the labia majora and minora. This
area is rich in nerve endings and is where women receive a
great deal of their sexual pleasure.
Mons Veneris or Mons Pubis - The Mons Veneris is also
referred to as the Mons Pubis or Mons Venus. It describes the
fleshy, triangular mass of tissue located just above the clitoris
and labia. This fatty tissue covers the pubic bone and is
covered in pubic hair from the time of puberty, although some
women may choose to remove this hair. The mons changes
quite a lot during puberty, first because hair begins to grow
on this area, and second because the increase in estrogen that
begins at puberty makes this area begin to plump up and gives
it a distinct mound-like shape.
Labia Majora - The mons pubis divides into the labia majora,
which literally means larger lips. It’s probably easy to imagine
what this part is referring to. The labia majora extends from
the mons pubis to the perineum and can vary quite a bit in
color, size, shape, and overall look from woman to woman. It
has two surfaces, the outer surface that is covered in coarse
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hair (again some women choose to remove this hair), and the
inner surface is smoother, hairless, and might be different in
color as well.
Labia Minora - The labia minora, or smaller lips, refer to the
inner lips of the vulva. They are hairless and extend
downward from the clitoris on either side of the vaginal
opening. The labia minora also varies quite a bit when it
comes to size, shape and color.
Clitoris - Every guy should be familiar with this important
part of the female anatomy. It is the most sensitive part of the
female genitalia and its primary function is pleasure. Many
women can only orgasm from clitoral stimulation, so you can
imagine just how important this little body part is. The clitoral
head is located where the labia minora meet and is covered
by a fold of skin called the prepuce, or clitoral hood. The
clitoris is similar to the male penis in many ways and the
clitoral hood would be the equivalent of the male foreskin.
When a woman is sexually aroused the clitoris swells with
blood and becomes more erect and profound and the clitoral
hood pulls back just like the male foreskin. The clitoral head,
or glans, can be extremely, extremely sensitive to stimulation,
especially when a woman is just becoming sexually excited.
The area is estimated to have over 8,000 different nerve
endings. The clitoris is not just the part that you can see from
the outside of the female body, it actually extends well into
the inside the female body as well.
Urethra - The urethra is the tube in which urine leaves the
body in both men and women. In women its opening is
located between the clitoral head and the vaginal opening and
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the tube extends into the body traveling up to the bladder.
Some people mistakenly think that women urinate out of the
vagina, but that is not the case.
Hymen - The hymen is a membrane that covers or partially
covers the vaginal opening. The hymen is sometimes
“broken” during first sexual intercourse or foreplay and many
people used to think that having an intact hymen would prove
that a woman was still a virgin. Now we know that’s not
necessarily the case. The hymen can be broken well before
sexual activity due to a number of different reasons including
any kind of physical activity, like riding a bike, horseback ride,
or just playing and running.
Perineum - The perineum is the flat area between the vaginal
opening and the anus. There are many slang terms for the
perineum, such as taint and grundle.
Vagina - The vagina is the tubular inner orifice that extends
from the vulva to the cervix (inside the female body). This is
where the penis enters during heterosexual intercourse and
where a baby exits during childbirth. As mentioned before,
the vulva, or outer female genitalia, is often referred to as the
vagina as well, but the vagina is actually just this particular
part of the female body. During sexual excitement the vagina
excretes lubrication that helps to facilitate sex. The size and
length of the vagina varies from woman to woman, but has
elasticity in order to stretch to accommodate a penis or other
objects and then return to its original state.
G Spot - The G spot is located on the front vaginal wall,
meaning the inner wall of the vagina that is closest to the
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woman’s belly. It is a relatively small, spongy, oval shaped
area of erectile tissue that is between the size of a dime and a
quarter when a woman is aroused. When excited, the spot will
feel spongy, ridged, or rough to the touch. While most women
report that they orgasm from clitoral stimulation alone, there
are others who can have powerful orgasms when the G spot
is stimulated in the right way. Some claim that all women are
able to have these kinds of orgasms, and if they haven’t had a
G spot orgasm it’s only because they haven’t had the spot
stimulated correctly.
Cervix - The cervix is the lower part of the uterus in females
that is located at the top of the vagina. The cervix has a small
opening that sperm goes through when traveling to fertilize
the egg.
Uterus - The uterus also is sometimes called the womb. It
starts at the cervix and extends to the fallopian tubes. If a
woman is pregnant this is where the baby lives and grows
until she is ready to give birth.
Fallopian Tubes - The Fallopian tubes connect the uterus to
the ovaries. The egg travels from the ovaries to the uterus
each month to wait for fertilization. If this doesn’t occur, the
egg is expelled through the vagina along with the uterine wall
during menstruation.
Ovaries - The ovaries are located at the end of the Fallopian
tubes and are where an egg is released each month.
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HOW TO COPE WITH HER PMS
AND MOOD SWINGS

The female reproductive system carries out a few functions,
of which we have already touched on in the ‘Growing Up
Female’ section. One of the functions is to produce eggs. When
a girl is born she has about 1 to 2 million eggs. The vast
majority of these will die throughout her life. When she hits
puberty she will only have about 300,000 eggs.
Approximately 500 eggs will be ovulated during a woman’s
reproductive lifetime. Conception, or when the sperm
fertilized the egg, usually happens within the fallopian tubes.
Next the egg will travel down to the uterus for implantation
in the uterine wall. If fertilization or implantation does not
22
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happen, she will menstruate (get her period). The female
reproductive system is also responsible for producing the sex
hormones needed to maintain the reproductive cycle.

Premenstrual Syndrome/Tension
You have probably heard of premenstrual syndrome (PMS) or
premenstrual tension (PMT), but do you really understand
what it is and why it happens? About 90% of women get some
kind of symptom or sign that their period is coming each
month. These can be psychological and/or physical changes
in their bodies. A third of women say that PMS significantly
affects their lives, but only 5 to 10 percent would classify their
PMS as being severe. There are over 100 different symptoms
that are associated with PMS. Among the most common
psychological symptoms are irritability, mood swings, losing
her temper easily, loss of confidence, crying for no particular
reason, aggression, poor concentration, and tiredness. Among
the most common physical symptoms are cramps, breast
tenderness, abdominal swelling or bloating, weight gain,
swollen ankles, headaches and possibly migraines. For most
women PMS begins anytime the week before their period and
lasts up until the start of menstruation, when symptoms
either go away altogether and quickly or gradually. But for
others symptoms can persist throughout their period and
sometimes even for a few days after.
So what can you do as an understanding partner of a woman
who suffers from some form of PMS? The first part is just that,
23
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being an understanding partner. If she suffers from
particularly difficult PMS, you might want to research and
learn even more about the subject. Understand that PMS is
just part of being a woman and it’s not something she can stop
or control. Don’t ever blame a bad mood or an argument on
PMS unless you want to start an even bigger fight. Women,
just like men, can and are allowed to have bad days and be in
bad moods just because. It’s not always a cause of fluctuating
female hormones. Some women have tricks and fixes that
they use to relieve their PMS symptoms. It might be giving in
to a particular craving, using a heating pad to relieve bad
cramps, or any number of things. If you can help out in any
way it would be indulging her in one of these things or just
giving her some space, whatever she prefers. The best way to
find out? Well, just ask! She will appreciate your concern even
if she just wants you to get lost for a bit.
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WHY SHE NEEDS TO TALK: HOW TO
PLEASE HER ON EVERY LEVEL

Healthy and good communication is key to any relationship.
Generally, women and men tend to have very different
communication styles. From the time we are young we bond
and communicate differently, even among our circle of
friends. Young girls tend to form friendships based on sharing
emotions, secrets, thoughts, ideas, and concerns. Their bonds
25
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are developed based on emotional connections and verbal
communication. These patterns continue as girls mature and
become women. Boys, on the other hand, tend to form bonds
and friendships through shared interests, activity and
experiences. There is less of focus on verbal communication
than with girls, but just like girls, boys tend to continue with
this communication style throughout adulthood.
What does this mean for your relationship? You’ve probably
already noticed that your communication style differs from
that of your partner in a lot of ways. Women will continue to
rely on verbal communication and making emotional
connections throughout their adult life, whereas men might
feel more comfortable skipping the conversation and showing
how they feel through their actions. These differences in
communication styles offer challenges, that’s for sure, but it
doesn’t mean that effective and healthy communication can’t
exist between men and women. It just means that we have to
learn and understand each other more and attempt to modify
our own communication style slightly in order to be able to
have the best interactions within our relationships. The first
step toward this goal is fully understanding how she
communicates and how that relates to your communication
style and your relationship.
Before I continue, you might be wondering, what does
communication have to do with how to be a better lover and
sexually please my partner? The answer is EVERYTHING. For
most women, how they feel emotionally, how connected they
are to their partner, and how well their relationship and
26
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personal life is going will directly affect their sexual desire
and relationship. A woman who is not getting along well with
her partner or isn’t feeling a strong emotional connection
with him is going to lose interest in sex no matter how
amazing he is in bed. It’s all connected for her. So, in order to
have a fantastic sexual relationship you’re going to have to
learn how to have a great relationship and please her on every
level.
Human beings have 3 different ways to communicate
information: 1) verbal communication - using our words to
express what we want to communicate, 2) vocal - refers to the
tone of your voice when you speak, and 3) non-verbal
communication - body language and ways you communicate
without words. Understanding all three types of
communication is extremely important because everyone
uses all three to communicate information. For example,
there is a huge difference between saying:
·

“I’m fine, honey, I mean you should know. You know me
better than anyone, RIGHT?!” in a sarcastic tone as you
wave your arms at your partner and your face turns red.

and…
·

“I’m fine, honey! I mean, you should know, you know me
better than anyone, right?!” in a warm tone of voice as you
wrap your arms around her and plant a big kiss on her
lips.

Verbally you are saying the exact same thing, but your tone of
27
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voice and body language transmit a completely different
message in each scenario. The challenge to understanding
communication is that usually it’s not as obvious as the
example above. You or your partner might make faces that are
misunderstood as anger or discontent without even realizing
it. Your tone of voice might be misinterpreted to be
disinterested when you are really just tired from a long day.
We also might lie about our non-verbal communication and
tone to avoid a bigger fight. One might deny that they slightly
rolled their eyes when their partner began to nag them again
about the dishes. The key to improving communication is
being aware, not only of your own communication, but of that
of your partner and being honest about what you are saying.
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READING HER SECRET BODY LANGUAGE

So much can be said without ever saying a word. Body
language is one of the most important parts of our everyday
communication, not only when it comes to romantic and
sexual relationships, but in every single one of our
interactions with others. Even when you don’t realize it you
are constantly reading and interpreting the body language of
29
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others. We are constantly observing others’ reactions to us.
The key to having good communication when it comes to
body language is learning how to correctly read and
understand your partner’s body language and make sure that
you are transmitting the messages you wish to send out with
your own body language. Just as you are constantly reading
others, the outside world also is reading your body language
and coming up with its own conclusions.
There are many different types of body language.
Understanding what it means is not an exact science. You
might see a woman shifting her weight from side to side and
think that she is clearly bored with what her partner is saying
to her, but in reality she might be fidgeting because her feet
are killing her after a long day working in high heels. It’s
important to pay attention to body language and interpret its
meaning, but you also have to remember that you might not
get it right every time. Let’s take a look at the different kinds
of body language.
·

Posture - This refers to how she positions her body or
holds herself when she is with you. If a woman is
interested in someone (sexually or otherwise), she will
usually face them with her whole body. She might lean in
closer if there is sexual attraction. On the other hand, if a
woman is not interested or she is upset about something
she might tell you with her posture by leaning away from
you or turning her body slightly or completely away from
you.
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·

Gestures - These are small movements that women do
with their body such as crossing and uncrossing her legs,
playing with her hair, or touching you in a particular way.
There are many different kinds of gestures and they can
be interpreted in many ways. Here are a few ways that
might indicate that a woman is interested:
o Playing with hair or jewelry, or generally fidgeting is
sometimes a sign of interest. Keep in mind that it could
also be a sign that a woman is nervous or
uncomfortable, so be sure to pay close attention to her
other body language messages to get a proper read.
o Pay close attention to how a woman touches you, or if
she does at all, and how she reacts with her body
language when you touch her. Slight gestures like
touching you to brush something off your shoulder or
swatting at you when you’ve said something clever are
sure-fire ways to know that she is interested. These
are situations where touching really isn’t necessary,
yet she is doing it anyway in order to have physical
contact with you. On the other hand, if she is careful
not to ever touch you or freezes up or pulls away when
you touch her, this is a good indication that she is not
interested in you or she is upset about something.
o If her legs are pointed toward you when you are seated
this is a sign that she’s really engaged in what you’re
saying.
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o Touching her mouth, neck, or collarbone may also be
showing sexual interest. She is unconsciously (or
consciously!) drawing your attention to these sensual
areas.
o On the other hand, gestures like crossing her arms in
front of her chest might mean that she is not
interested, annoyed, on guard, bored, or angry. Be
careful when reading this gesture as well as it can also
just mean that she’s cold!
o Shuffling from one foot to another is another general
sign that a woman is not interested or uncomfortable
for some reason.
·

Facial Expressions - Many people think that facial
expressions are the easiest type of body language to read.
We interpret people’s facial expressions and reactions all
the time without even thinking about it, but facial
expressions can also be tricky because they can be easily
misinterpreted. For example, a person could have a sour
expression on their face because they are thinking about
something that upset them that happened this morning.
This could be interpreted as the person being annoyed or
bothered by what’s going in the moment when in reality
they are a million miles away thinking about something
else. It’s important to keep in mind, but luckily many
facial expressions are much more direct and easy to read.
Here are a few facial expressions and their meanings:
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o If a woman is smiling and laughing a lot, you can
guarantee that she is happy and interested in you and
what you’re saying. However, a smile on its own
doesn’t guarantee that she is interested. She might just
be politely smiling. This is another good time to pay
attention to other body language clues.
o An interested and engaged expression means exactly
that, you have her attention. She might even tilt her
head to one side as she listens to you, which is a
gesture that exposes her neck and invites you to
admire that sensual part of her body.
o If a woman raises her eyebrows and keeps them raised
without a smile, then chances are she’s not very
impressed or interested in what you’re saying.
o A pursed mouth could mean that a woman is annoyed
or angry.
·

Eye Movement - This refers to eye contact, or lack
thereof, and any movement of the eyes or eyebrows. Here
are a few things to look out for when it comes to eye
movements:
o Lots of eye contact generally means that a woman is
very interested and engaged in what you’re saying.
You have her full attention. Body language experts also
say that if a woman’s pupils are dilated, this is a sign of
sexual interest.
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o Lack of eye contact, therefore, can mean just the
opposite. She’s not interested or she’s distracted by
something. If this is your partner, this is a good time to
ask her if everything is okay. She might have
something on her mind that she needs to talk about.
(And don’t worry, it doesn’t necessarily have anything
to do with you!)
o Slightly raised eyebrows or one eyebrow lifted means
you have her interest and attention.
o Looking around the room can signify that you have
completely lost her interest.
o Looking at you, but not into your eyes can show
boredom.
One of the key points to properly reading body language is not
to interpret one clue only or else you will risk misreading the
whole situation. If you notice that your partner has a
worrisome facial expression, look for clues in her gestures,
posture, and eye movements that might support that she is
upset. When it comes to your partner you can always ask her
if all else fails. Something simple like, “you have a very sad
look on your face, is something bothering you?” can be very
effective at opening the lines of verbal communication.
Another example is if a woman has her eyebrows raised
during everything you’re saying to her, this might be a sign of
being annoyed, but if her face has a smile on it and she’s
making eye contact, she might just be really enjoying what
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you’re saying. Your best bet is to combine your knowledge of
all these body language clues to have full insight into how she
is feeling and what’s she’s thinking.
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WHAT WOMEN FIND ATTRACTIVE
ABOUT A MAN

Body language is a two-way street. Just as you are constantly
reading your partner and her reactions, she is doing the same
to you. Many of the body language clues discussed in the
previous section are not just exclusive to women, but they are
universal things that all humans do to express how we are
feeling. While it’s impossible to always control how our
bodies are communicating, keeping your body language in
mind will help to ensure that you’re sending the right
messages to your partner. Sometimes just being more aware
of how you communicate with your body will help you to be
more in tune with it and in turn make you a better
communicator.
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·

Posture - Sitting up straight with your shoulders back
exudes an air of confidence, which is extremely attractive.
Just like women, if you want to show your interest you
will face your body towards hers. If you are with someone
that you don’t know well, you need to be careful about not
invading her personal space too much, but if there is
already an established level of trust you can also express
your interest with your physical closeness to her.

·

Gestures - The way you touch her can communicate a lot
about how you feel. It can show warm and loving feelings
toward her, it can show sexual desire, it can express care
and comfort, and many other things. Just make sure that
if you’re going to touch her that you are correctly reading
her body language and reactions to what you’re doing.
You can also show your interest in what she is talking to
you about with your gestures. Nodding your head or
tilting it slightly to the side show that you’re really
engaged. A general comfort and confidence in your own
body and your gestures is another sign of confidence that
women really react positively to.

·

Facial Expressions - Just like with women, it’s very easy
for a man’s facial expression to be misinterpreted.
Sometimes your face might be sending a message that
doesn’t fully reflect what you’re feeling. If you really want
to portray interest in her and what she is saying, making
sure that your facial expression reflects that. A playful
smile can also express desire and sexual interest.

·

Eye Movements - Eye contact is one of the most
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important ways to show your interest in a woman. If she
is your long term partner, using eye contact will let her
know that she has your full attention. If she is venting
about her day and her jerk of a boss she will really
appreciate that you are fully listening to her, even if you
have heard it a million times before. If she is someone
you’re interested in, but not your partner, she will find
your level of interest and attention extremely attractive.
Another great way to learn about your own body language is
to pay attention to feedback you get from your partner or
feedback you have gotten from previous partners. If you often
feel misunderstood in your relationships it might have
something to do with your body language transmitting a
different message than what you feel. For example, if women
have always told you how closed off you become when you
are upset about something, they are probably right and
they’re not just deducing that information from your actions,
but also from body language. But maybe you just need more
time to process your thoughts and feelings and this comes off
as being closed. If you can work toward understanding your
own body language better this insight can be shared with
your partner so that she better understands what you’re
feeling as well.
Think about the feedback you have received from the people
in your life and if there is something you can do to turn
negative body language into positive body language. It’s
important to remember that your body language shouldn’t be
controlled or contrived all the time. The goal isn’t to transmit
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positive and happy body languages messages all the time, but
to transmit accurately what you’re feeling. Problems arise
when body language is misinterpreted. It’s perfectly
acceptable to show anger or frustration if that’s how you
really feel. However, if your partner is interpreting that you
are angry with her when you have just had a bad day, take a
look at your body language and assess what might be giving
her that idea. This will help to give you insight into your own
feelings and be able to properly express them to her. This is a
great opportunity to use your verbal communication to
explain that you are upset, but that it has nothing to do with
her.
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ARE YOU SPEAKING THE SAME LANGUAGE?

Many people get vocal and verbal communication confused.
Vocal communication refers to a person’s tone of voice,
volume, pitch, expression, pronunciation, pauses, accents,
emphasis, and even periods of silence. Just like the other
forms of communication there can be a lot of room for
misunderstanding if you don’t read another person’s vocal
communication correctly or if you don’t present your own
vocal communication in a way that accurately represents
what you’re feeling.
How you speak not only tells the other person how you’re
feeling and allows them to get an accurate read on you, but it
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can also communicate a lot about who you are as a person. It
can communicate confidence in yourself, or not. It can
communicate an emotion or message that doesn’t match up
with the words you’re using. For example, if you say, “wow,
that was so thoughtful!” If that sentence is said with a genuine
smile and a happy tone of voice, it portrays the exact message
the words wanted to deliver. However, if the sentence is said
with a sarcastic tone, an over exaggerated smile and an eye
roll, the receiver will know that the person is not being
genuine.
In relationships we are all guilty of sending mixed messages
with our communication from time to time. We’ve all used
sarcasm or said things we didn’t mean. Usually it’s clear based
on your vocal and body language when you’re not being
genuine. Sometimes these two forms of communication give
you away even when you don’t realize it. If you want to have
healthy communication in your relationship you want to be
honest and match your vocal, body and verbal
communication with the true message you’re trying to send.
If you often send mixed messages with your vocal
communication and aren’t sure why, one speech expert
suggests making a good quality recording of yourself
speaking and listening to it in order to get an idea of how you
are heard by the rest of the world. This exercise can be helpful
to all of us to hear how we come across in everyday life.

Tips for Better Communication
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Verbal communication is what people most often think of
when they think of communication. It’s the words that you
use to get across the information that you want to deliver to
the other person. It would seem that verbal communication
would be the easiest to control, but as with the other forms of
communication there are always situations that are
misunderstood and problems in relationships can arise from
bad verbal communication.
Communication in a relationship goes far beyond just
communicating about everyday things like what happened to
you on the way to work or what you want to have for dinner.
Learning how to communicate effectively in a positive,
intimate, and genuine way can take your relationship to the
next level and deepen your bond with your partner.
Here are some tips to make sure that your verbal
communication will bring you that deeper bond and
connection you’re seeking:
·

Say it! One mistake that a lot of men make is thinking that
their actions alone will communicate their feelings. It’s
true that the old saying, “Actions speak louder than
words” does hold a lot of weight. But this actually refers
to whether a person’s actions match up with what they
say. For example, if you say “You can trust me, I will never
let you down,” but continually are unreliable and
untrustworthy in your actions, a woman is going to learn
that your words mean nothing. She will make her
judgement about you based more on your actions and
come to the conclusion that you are not to be trusted and
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that you will let her down.
·

When it comes to sharing your feelings you should do so
with your words AND your actions. Women like to hear
how you feel. Women, in general, tend to be much more
apt to share their feelings than men, but they also
recognize that it’s not always as easy for men to do the
same. When a man does share his feelings he is also
sharing with his partner that she is special and
trustworthy enough for him to open himself up to.

·

Mean what you say. We all have moments of sarcasm,
but this is never a great way to communicate. If you want
your words to have value with her, choose them wisely
and make them genuine and kind. Even when you’re
angry and frustrated you can communicate those feelings
to her in a positive way. Harsh and hurtful words can’t be
taken back and are often not forgotten. It’s much easier to
take a deep breath or a timeout when you feel you might
say something you’ll regret than to repair the damage of
harsh words later on.

·

Be honest. This is easy enough. We all know that honesty
in a relationship is very important, but I’m referring to
honesty that goes beyond just not lying to your partner
about the big stuff, I’m talking about being honest even
when it comes to the small things. Even if you don’t lie
with your words, there are other ways to be dishonest.
You might put on a strong face when you really feel like
breaking down. You might say something is okay when
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really it’s not. Even though this is not dishonesty that is
intended to hurt the other person, it still keeps you from
being able to reach a deeper level of intimacy with your
partner. If you don’t express how you truly feel how can
your partner ever truly know you? If you don’t tell her
when you’re upset how can she help and support you?
·

Say what you want. There are many things we expect
and want from our significant others that we never
express. Some people think that if their partner really
knows them then she/he will be able to know how you
feel and what you want, but this is not true. People who
are happy and satisfied in a relationship have often
learned to express and ask for what they want and need
from their partner. Likewise, you can invite your partner
to share what she wants with you. Tell her how important
it is to you to understand her needs and expectations in
the relationship.

·

Listen. Perhaps one of the most important parts of
communication is listening to your partner. I could write
a whole book on the art of being a good listener, but we
will keep it brief so we can cover other more tantalizing
topics in the upcoming sections. Women want to be
listened to. Whether it’s about their bad day at work or a
more serious topic, they tend to be talkers. Everyone likes
it when they really know that a person is listening to them
and hearing what they have to say. So don’t just wait for
your turn to talk, really listen when your partner speaks
to you. Ask questions and just listen. Men often think they
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need to fix a situation or provide solutions and feedback,
but women oftentimes just need to talk something out.
Even if a problem doesn’t have a solution she will find it
cathartic just to be able to work through her own feelings
about it aloud. Sometimes all she wants is for you to listen
and nothing more. You will learn a lot from her
communication.
Great communication comes down to communicating
honestly, genuinely, from the heart, without sarcasm or trying
to protect the other person from how you really feel. Do your
best to make sure that your body language, vocal and verbal
communication are all sending the message that you want
your partner to receive.
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HOW TO HEIGHTEN SEXUAL PLEASURE

Now, the moment you’ve all been waiting for, we’re ready to
get into the nitty gritty on how to sexually please a woman.
Even if you think you know a lot, there is always more to
learn, which is why I suspect you are reading this book.
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FOREPLAY: THE KEY TO BETTER ORGASMS

Not every man knows that foreplay is a huge part of sexual
pleasing a woman. Women are not like men in the sense that
they can always get turned on at the drop of a hat. It’s true
that sometimes women might get turned on quickly and
easily, but it’s not always the case. Many women, especially
those in long term relationships, require a good deal of
foreplay before they are ready to move on to the main event.
Men tend to get turned on by visual stimulation, touch, or
even just a sexy thought. Just that alone could have him ready
to jump right into the sack with his partner, but women
usually need more. Embracing foreplay as a part of your
sexual routine EVERY time you are with your partner will
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have a lot of benefits, including better orgasms for both of
you, increased sexual desire, and a closer sexual connection.
Some men turn their nose up at foreplay, thinking that this is
something that just benefits women. Sadly, these men are
missing out on a whole world of sexual pleasure. Foreplay not
only will make your partner have a better sexual experience,
but it will make yours much more pleasurable too. It’s a winwin situation. Just think about it, have you had the best sex of
your life when you finished up quickly and efficiently without
any extra stuff? Or were the best times when you and your
partner just ravished each other and took your time building
and building up the sexual intensity until you both just
exploded? I’m guessing the second was probably the better
experience. Let’s go over the foreplay basics and then later on
we will get into some specific foreplay techniques.
·

Communication - Yes, you guessed it, this is a topic that
is going to keep coming up again and again throughout
this book. Not only is it absolutely necessary for a happy
relationship, but it’s necessary for learning how to have a
happy partner, and a sexually pleased one too! In this case
you need to use communication to find out what your
partner really likes. You might think that after years of
being together that you already know exactly what gets
her going, but this is another common mistake we make
in relationships. We assume that we know what the other
person wants and likes without ever asking. During
foreplay and sex you should be paying attention to all
three forms of communication, but don’t rely on body
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language alone when it comes to sex. There is a lot of
room for misinterpretation here. You might see her
squirming around and assume that you are driving her
wild with pleasure when in reality she is trying to squirm
away. Make sure she really likes what you’re doing by
whispering, “do you like that?” in her ear. It’s that simple.
Even just thinking about talking about sex is scary for
some people, but this is a stress-free way to find out in the
moment if you’re on the right track. If you’re feeling more
bold, you can even ask her flat out. “What do you like?”,
“Is there anything that I do that you don’t enjoy?”, “Is
there anything you want me to do that I don’t do now?”
are all good questions to ask. Just be prepared for an
honest and direct answer and don’t be offended if your
favorite move isn’t one of hers. Also consider whether or
not your partner will be as comfortable with direct
communication about sex as you are. She might prefer a
sexy whisper in her ear to a full-on conversation about
her likes and dislikes.
·

Take it sloooow - Foreplay shouldn’t be about watching
the clock, putting in your ten minutes and then moving on
to the next thing. Enjoy it! Take your time. Make her wait
even when she is dying for you to heat things up even
more. The build-up and anticipation will drive her crazy
and it will make her eventual orgasm even more
powerful. Spend 10-15 minutes minimum on foreplay
before moving on to sex.

·

Change up the routine - Knowing what your partner
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likes is so important to a good sexual relationship, but we
commit a huge mistake when we learn a couple of things
they like and then repeat them over and over again
because they worked once. This mistake is common in
long term relationships. Even a person’s favorite spot to
be kissed and licked can become boring and routine if
done enough times. Variety, as they say, is the spice of life.
Make sure you’re changing up your foreplay and sex
techniques so you don’t get stuck in a sexual rut.
·

Verbal foreplay - Your words can go a long way to get
your partner in the mood. Many women worry about
their appearance during sex. They worry they look fat,
about what their face looks like when they orgasm, and a
whole lot of other things. These concerns can greatly
affect her enjoyment of sex. For some women they can’t
enjoy being intimate at all because they are so focused on
these kinds of concerns. If this is the case with your
partner, you might not be able to “fix” this problem for
her, but you can certainly help. You know all those
thoughts that run through your head about how sexy she
is and how much she turns you on? TELL HER! Simple
things like, “God, I love it when you do XYZ,” or “You look
so beautiful/sexy/gorgeous naked,” or “I’m lucky to get to
be with you” will go a long way to boost her self
confidence in bed. Even for women who have serious
confidence issues in the bedroom, hearing this will make
them feel great and over time they will even start to
believe it.
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·

Don’t forget to set the mood - Sure, it’s not the most
exciting part of sex, but believe me, paying attention to
some small details will pay off in the end. A woman could
be easily distracted from sex by any number of things
going on at home. It could be the giant load of laundry still
left to wash, problems with her boss, or any other number
of things that could keep her from enjoying herself to the
fullest. You can set the mood by doing anything and
everything in your power to help relieve some of that
stress she is feeling. That might mean putting in some
extra effort around the house, lending your ear for a
bitching session about work, or anything else that will
help her feel appreciated and more relaxed.

In the upcoming sections we will cover some of the specific
kinds of foreplay you can work into your sexual repertoire.
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HOW TO TURN HER ON WITH
AN EROTIC MASSAGE

Who doesn’t love a good massage? An erotic massage is a
fantastic form of foreplay that is sure to get great results
because it’s slow, sensual, and feels amazing if done right. You
might think that giving a massage is easy enough, but
planning out the details of an erotic massage can really take
things to the next level. As with all things when it comes to
women, paying attention to the details will get you much
better results. First let’s begin with talking about the
preparation involved in a great erotic massage.
·

Attention to detail means setting the mood in every way.
Make sure you are comfortably dressed so you can move
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around easily in clothing that won’t feel rough on her
naked body. Or better yet, take your clothes off as well,
but be thoughtful as things progress that you’re not
sweating and sticking to her as you massage her. Your
hands should be soft and smooth with your fingernails
trimmed and filed. Test out the feel of your own hand on
the soft skin on the inside of your arm. If it feels too rough
to the touch, then you need to remedy that.
·

Think about the environment where you will give her the
massage and be sure to play on all five of her senses.
Lighting: if you have a dim switch on the lights in your
bedroom, now is the time to use it. If not, you can turn the
lights off completely and light some candles. This will
immediately set a sensual and relaxing mood. Make sure
the room is clean and tidy. Light a few scented candles,
some incense or scented oils to give the room a nice
aroma. Consider using a favorite scent of hers or if you’re
not sure what she likes, lavender is known to be both a
relaxing and sensual aroma. Make a special mix of
relaxing and sexy music and put it on softly in the
background and make sure it’s long enough to last
through the whole massage.

·

Think about the materials that you will need for the
massage and make sure they are right at your fingertips.
You’ll need a great massage oil or lotion. This is very
important because a massage without lubrication would
just be a lot of dry rubbing. I’m sure if you use your
imagination you’ll have an idea of how that would feel!
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Try a water based massage oil or an edible oil. With a
water based oil make sure that it doesn’t contain
Nonoxynol-9, which many women have allergies to. With
an edible oil you want to make sure that it glides well over
the skin and doesn’t get sticky to the touch. If you prefer
it, lotion is also an option, but you will need to reapply
much more often than with an oil. You can keep whatever
oil you choose in a bowl of hot water by the bed so that it
stays nice and warm throughout the massage. Also put
something to drink on the bedside table and be sure to
turn off all distractions, like cell phones and computers
that might interrupt your sexy Zen moment.
Now that you have taken care of every detail of the
preparation of her massage, you’re ready to get into some
techniques.
·

She should be naked, but it’s nice to use a sheet to cover
her as you massage her, just like they do in a real spa. This
adds an exciting element as you move the sheet up and
down her body. Make sure the sheets are clean and very
soft. You can be naked as well or dressed in something
light that feels very soft to the touch. The more she can
feel you coming into contact with her, the more erotic the
massage will feel.

·

Use massage oil right from the beginning. Put it into your
hands first and rub them together to make sure that it is
warmed up. Don’t be sparing with the oil, your hands
should glide over her body. Reapply as often as necessary,
always taking the time to warm the oil with your hands if
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necessary.
·

Start by massaging her back, neck, shoulders and upper
arms while she lies on her stomach. Make sure you get the
pressure just right. You want her to feel good and relaxed
so a little pressure is important, but you’re not trying to
give her a sports massage either, so don’t go too rough.
Simply ask her if the pressure feels right. Use your whole
hand while rubbing her body, being careful not to dig
your fingertips in, which can hurt or even tickle in certain
spots. Rub slowly and set a sensual pace. Don’t break
contact with her skin for even a moment.

·

After a reasonable time, you can begin to work your way
down her back. Start by sliding the sheet down slowly so
it tickles her skin. Lower the sheet so that it stops just
revealing the top of her butt. Now you can begin
massaging and stroking other parts of her back, allowing
your strokes to go longer and deeper and letting your
hands occasionally slip down beneath the sheet onto her
butt. Allow other parts of your body and skin come into
contact with her as you massage her. You will likely be
turned on by this point so don’t be shy about pressing
your erection against her body as you massage her, but
don’t focus your thoughts on this, instead let her feel it
brush up against her backside and then move on. It will
turn her on even more to know that touching her is
getting you excited, but this massage is about pleasing
her, so don’t get too carried away rubbing yourself
against her.
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·

Now you can start to introduce some new sensations.
You’re still going to use your hands, but you’re also going
to start incorporating your mouth in the massage. While
continuing to rub her back and body with your hands,
lean over her and begin to lick, suck, and kiss the back and
sides of her neck and her back. Make your way down her
back and slowly lower the sheet down even further.

·

Now begin to massage her butt and thighs. It’s a good time
to make sure you still have enough oil on your hands. The
butt is a highly sensitive area and we also hold a lot of
tension in that area, plus it’s very close to the genitals so
massaging it will give you all kinds of positive reactions.
Kneed it firmly with your hands while moving down to
her upper thighs and in between her legs. Allow your
hands to graze her vulva, but only briefly. This will
continue to tease her and build intense sexual tension.
Spread her legs slightly so that you can massage her inner
thighs with long sweeping motions going up toward her
vulva. With every other rub, make slight contact with her
genitals, but never linger there.

·

Have her flip over onto her back now. She might be ready
to jump on you at this point, but insist on finishing your
massage. This is just about her and the longer you draw
out the massage, the more turned on and wonderful she
will feel. Begin at the top again, this time massaging her
shoulders and chest (not breasts just yet) with your
hands well oiled. She will have full view of you now so if
you weren’t naked before when she flips over is the
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perfect time to take off whatever you had on. Spend some
time on her shoulders and chest, teasing her a bit before
finally making your way down to her breasts and nipples.
Continue making your way down her body, teasing and
playing as you did on the other side.
·

At this point anything goes, but one of the best ways to
finish off an erotic massage is to continue to give her
100% of the attention. Use your mouth again to lick, kiss
and suck on all of her erogenous zones. Make your way
down to her genitals and finally give in to touching her
completely down there. At this point if you want to have
sex or give her oral sex she should be completely ready
and willing.

The erotic massage is an amazing foreplay technique that can
rekindle any relationship. Remember that this massage
should be all about her without expecting any kind of
reciprocation. Believe me, it will be fully appreciated and it
won’t be forgotten. Obviously this isn’t a technique that
you’re going to use every time you want to have sex and it
shouldn’t be or everything that is special and sexy about it
could become routine and boring. This is a great night to
share with her when you feel like doing something special and
above and beyond. Besides going all out with an erotic
massage you also have the option of using any of these sexy
massage techniques in your regular foreplay activity, but just
making it a more brief and to the point massage.
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DO YOU KNOW ALL HER EROGENOUS ZONES?

Most people have no idea how many different erogenous
zones there are in the female body (in the male body too, you
just might want to have your significant other start
investigating these as well!). Learning where these special
zones are and how to stimulate them will help you to take
your foreplay and sexual intercourse to a whole new level.
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The word “erogenous” literally means “love producing” (Eros
from the Greek word for “love” and -genous from the English
“producing”). These areas of the body are extremely sensitive
to stimulation and doing so can produce sexual excitement,
desire, deep relaxation, and orgasm. Each person might have
a different sensitivity and reaction to an erogenous zone.
While one woman might adore having her ears nibbled,
another might cringe and shrink away at the mere thought of
it. Even though erogenous zones are highly sexually sensitive
areas of the body, not everyone is going to like the same
things. That’s why it’s important to remember to try different
things and see how your partner reacts. You should be sure to
ask your partner what she likes and dislikes as sometimes
body language can be misinterpreted.
An erogenous zone is an area of the body with a high
concentration of nerve endings, which is what makes it highly
sensitive to touch. Different erogenous zones are going to
produce different reactions. Some might produce a pleasing,
calming effect, while others might produce a strong arousal.
Although it might be tempting to go straight for the zones that
are proven to have a strong sexual response, you should
become familiar with all of the erogenous zones and learn the
best way to stimulate them. Learning to give your partner
pleasure in many different ways will enrich your sexual
relationship in ways you have only imagined. Here is a
complete list of the many erogenous zones in the female body,
starting from head to toe:
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The Brain - You might be asking yourself “how the heck am I
supposed to stimulate that?” Well, of course with this one the
stimulation will be mental and emotional, not physical! A
woman’s mental state is especially important when it comes
to sex. If she is tired, stressed, overworked, and/or
underappreciated she isn’t going to be very interested in sex.
If you’re having problems in your relationship you will often
find that most women won’t have any interest in intimacy.
While some men are able to separate sexual interest from
other things going on in their lives, for most women it’s
completely connected. So before you work on anything else,
make sure your partner is in a good mental state.
If your relationship is on solid ground, consider what other
things might distract her. Is the house a disaster? Is she
stressed about work? Has she been fighting with her family?
Any of these things, while they have nothing to do with you,
can affect how sexual she feels. One way to help her get into
the mood might be to start by letting her vent about her
current stressors or helping to relieve them (if you can).
Letting her know you’re there for her emotionally will not
only bring you closer together, but it will hopefully allow her
to relieve some of the anxiety she is feeling. If she’s stressed
about the messy house, lend a hand to get things in order. Sex
can be a fabulous stress reliever, but she has to be in the right
mood in order to even be up for it!
If your relationship is in a rocky place you might have to
accept that sexual contact won’t be on the menu for a while.
Don’t expect your sexual relationship to be healthy if the rest
of your relationship is on the rocks.
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Aside from making sure your partner is ready and willing to
have sex in the first place, there are also ways you can
stimulate her brain in order to help her enjoy sex even more.
The mind is a powerful thing. For women what is going on
inside their heads can make or break their sexual experience.
Stressors about other things in their life might be a factor, but
things like body insecurity or concerns about sexual
performance can also play a role. First, don’t be shy with the
compliments. All those good things you think about your
partner, share them! Hearing things like, “you’re so hot, I’m so
lucky to be with you,” “I love it when you do that, you’re so
good at it,” or “you turn me on so much,” can be really effective
at raising your partner’s confidence in bed and turning her on
even more. Some women enjoy dirty talk in the bedroom as
well. Tread carefully with this one, what one woman might
find incredibly hot another might find incredibly offensive.
Communication is important here. Ask her what she likes.
The Scalp - Anyone who has ever had a really good head
massage can attest to the fact that the scalp is a wonderful
place to be touched. It’s full of very sensitive nerve endings
that feel wonderful when massaged. You can do this in the
shower, during an erotic massage, during cuddling, or even
during foreplay or sex as you kiss her deeply and
passionately. To give a great scalp massage start at the nape
of her neck, using your thumbs to press firmly into her neck,
working your way up the back of her head. Use your fingertips
and make long, slow stroking movements with your hands all
over her scalp. Check in with her to find out if she prefers
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more pressure or less. A great scalp massage releases the
hormone oxytocin, which is also known as the “love
hormone.” It’s the same hormone released when you have an
orgasm.
The Mouth - The mouth is one of the most sexual parts of our
bodies. Of course it also has many non-sexual functions, like
talking and eating, but the mouth is involved in our sexual
activity in almost every single aspect. We use our mouths to
talk dirty, to communicate our desires, to kiss our partner, to
lick and suck, to bite, and to moan. Most of the erogenous
zones we’re covering are best stimulated by the mouth. The
mouth functions not only as a stimulator for all of the
erogenous zones, but it’s an erogenous zone in itself. One of
the main things we do with our mouths during sexual
intimacy is kiss. If you don’t already know how your partner
likes to be kissed, then it’s time to find out because kissing is
extremely important when it comes to good sex. During a first
kiss a person’s brain will release the hormone and
neurotransmitter Dopamine, which stimulate the brain’s
pleasure center. Dopamine is also released when taking
addictive drugs, so kissing is an all-natural, safe way to get
pleasure. When kissing a long term partner the body will
release oxytocin, another hormone associated with pleasure
in the body. It’s the “love hormone” released during orgasm.
There are many ways to kiss and with all things involving
sexuality, the way your partner likes to be kissed might be
different from other women you dated. How do you know
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how she likes it? Take a passive stance the next time she
kisses you. Allow yourself to be kissed and see what she does.
Often when it comes to sex (and relationships in general), we
give to the other person what we want to receive in return.
Therefore, she will probably kiss you exactly how she wants
to be kissed. You can also try running your tongue along her
lips and nibbling and light biting on her lower lip. Kiss her
firmly and passionately at times and at other times lightly and
sweetly. Run your hands through her hair, stimulating her
scalp and hold her face in your hands as you kiss her.
Research shows that men tend to like sloppy, wet kisses more,
but women don’t enjoy that kind of kissing as much.
The Ears - The ears are a hot spot for many. Ever have
someone whisper something in your ear and feel a tingly
sensation run through your body? Well that person was
activating one of your erogenous zones, whether she knew it
or not! The ears are full of sensitive nerve endings and they
can be stimulated in a few different ways. Whispering
something into someone's ear or breathing heavily is enough
for some. It's also something you can do out in public without
anyone knowing you're intentionally stimulating one of her
erogenous zones. You can also nibble on her earlobe, suck on
them, lick along the inside of her ear, and stick your tongue
inside. Check with her to see what she likes best. This
erogenous zone can also be a ticklish spot and for some
women might just be too much.
The Neck - While you’re licking, sucking and blowing on her
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ears, make your way down to her neck. This is another
wonderful erogenous zone. The entire neck from top to
bottom is ultra-sensitive to the touch. Start by making your
way down the side of her neck, licking and kissing her deeply.
Some women also like sucking and/or a little nibbling or light
biting in that area. Run your tongue all the way down to her
collarbone and lick and kiss her there. The nape of the neck is
another hot spot you can stimulate from behind during a sexy
scalp massage or erotic massage.
The Shoulders and Back - The shape of a woman’s back can
be incredibly sexy to some men. It’s great to know that this
beautiful body part is another one of our erogenous zones.
You don’t have to give a full erotic massage to stimulate this
area if you don’t want. There are plenty of little ways to excite
her here before moving on to the next thing. You can start at
the nape of her neck and kiss and lick your way down to her
shoulders. Or take another route and lick and kiss her all the
way down her spine to the top of her buttocks. You being
behind her can be an incredibly hot position for both of you.
While kissing her here you can reach around to touch, caress
and stimulate other areas of her body.
The Breasts and Nipples - This is a definite favorite for most
men. Whether you’re a big “breast man” or not, you can’t deny
their attraction. And while women might not fully understand
your fascination, this is another one of the best erogenous
zones. The nipples are of course the most sensitive part of the
breast, but that doesn’t mean that you should forget about the
rest of the breast. Try swirling your tongue around the breast
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and closing in on the nipple. Check in with her on the
sensitivity of her nipples. For some women very light licking
and sucking can be plenty of stimulation, whereas others
might like a rougher nibbling and biting.
The Abdomen/Navel - The abdomen/navel area is very
sensitive to touch. Some women have even claimed to orgasm
from touching this area alone! Its close proximity to the
genital area can also provide a lot of good teasing sensations
when stimulated in the right way. This area can be licked,
kissed, caressed, scratched, and/or bitten lightly. For some
women it feels amazing to have her partner run the tongue or
finger ever so lightly over this area. Other women find it
incredibly hot to have someone stick their finger in their belly
button. As with all erogenous zones, they won’t be the same
for everyone. Some women might find attention to their
abdomen and navel area unbearably ticklish. Others might
not like it because of body image concerns.
The Mons Pubis - From the navel area moving down to the
Mons Pubis is a natural step and gets you that much closer to
her clitoris and the rest of her vulva. This part of the genitals
is often overlooked, probably because of its close proximity to
the clitoris, but it’s also an exciting erogenous zone that
shouldn’t be forgotten about. Try massaging or caressing this
area. It will feel great and because it’s very close to the clitoris
it will likely provide some light sensation down there as well
as the skin in the area moves around. The clitoris is extremely
sensitive, so this is the perfect way to get the area warmed up
without going right in for it.
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The Buttocks - The buttocks are often a part of sexual
foreplay in one way or another, but did you know that it is
also an erogenous zone? Start by caressing and stimulating
the tailbone. You can also grab and knead the butt cheeks.
Some women like a little spanking during sexual play, but
check in first to make sure she’s up for it. The anus and the
area between the vaginal opening and anus (the perineum)
are also key erogenous zones in the area. They can be
stimulated manually or by licking and sucking them.
The Clitoris - Now this is what most people think of when
they think of the erogenous zones. The clitoris is the most
notorious of these special spots for a good reason. The clitoris
has over 8,000 nerve endings in its little body. It is the most
sensitive area on the female body. It’s sensitive to touch,
vibration, and pressure. Scientists have never been able to
find a use for this particular body part aside from providing
pleasure, which makes it the only body part that exists solely
for this reason. We will go into more detail about stimulating
the clitoris in other sections, but it’s important to highlight
that because the clitoris is so sensitive, you should always use
a light touch when stimulating this area, especially when
you’re just beginning foreplay. If you overstimulate the area
it can feel very uncomfortable and even hurt.
The Vagina - Most people are surprised to find out that the
vagina itself is not a particularly sensitive area. In fact, as an
erogenous zone you’ll want to focus on the lower ⅓ of the
vagina. This includes the vaginal opening. This is where the
main concentration of nerve endings are located. During
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sexual intercourse and fingering it will feel especially good for
you to pull out completely and enter her again repeatedly
because you will be giving more stimulation to the lower ⅓ of
the vagina.
Behind the Knees and Elbows - This one probably never
even occurred to you. The area behind the knees and elbows
has a section of very sensitive skin that barely ever receives
attention. Stroke the area lightly with the tips of your fingers.
Some people might find it extremely ticklish. You can also
trace your tongue along the area. Try adding in some oil or
lotion and giving it a light massage.
The Feet - Some people adore the feet and others loathe
them, but one thing we can’t deny is that there are a huge
number of sensory nerves in the brain that are connected to
the skin on our feet. In reflexology they say that there are
certain pressure points located in the feet that trigger sexual
arousal. Whether or not that’s true for your partner, I can’t
say, but it’s worth lathering up her feet with a nice massage
oil in order to find out. Pay special attention to her toes. Start
by lightly tugging and rubbing on her toes. Then move on to
sucking on them. Some women have orgasmed from having
their toes sucked, so it’s worth finding out if this is a favorite
spot for your partner.
Erogenous zones can be incredibly fun for both you and your
partner. You may have thought that sexual activity just
involved a few areas of the body, but the erogenous zones
prove that there are many ways to provide pleasure. Some of
them will provide a relaxing and pleasing sensation and
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others will provide a strong sexual reaction. Either way,
knowing about these areas and how to stimulate them will
help you to bring your sexual skills to a whole new level.
Experiment with these areas and find out what your partner
likes the best.
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TAKING SEX TO THE NEXT LEVEL

There are so many things that go into having better sexual
intercourse. Although sexual positions and technique can be
really important when it comes to good sex, it’s so much more
than that. We have already gone over many of the things you
can do to be intimate with your partner apart from
penetrative sex. Foreplay, touching, fantasy, and setting the
mood are all incredibly important. We already discussed the
importance of stimulating her brain in order to help her enjoy
sex more. Great sex doesn’t happen if you ignore any of these
things, but what do you do when you’re ready to start having
sex? Let’s begin with the positions.
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Exploring Different Sexual Positions
Many women do not orgasm from penetration alone, so it’s
important to use positions where you can touch and stimulate
her clitoris. Some women will orgasm from clitoral
stimulation alone, but many like clit stimulation in
combination with penetration. Here are some great positions
to maximize clitoral pleasure:
Woman on Top - This is a fantastic position that is
particularly popular with men because they love the sexy
view of their partner riding them. If this position is done right
it can provide great clitoral stimulation. The man should lie
on his back with his partner on top facing front. She will
straddle him kneeling over his body and resting her weight
on top. This position allows the woman to control the speed
and depth of the man’s thrust. Try having your partner lean
slightly forward. This will allow her to rub her clit on your
pubic bone, which can be a great way for her to get that
clitoral stimulation. Another way to achieve that goal is for
you to manually stimulate her clit with your hand.
Sitting - In this position the man will be seated, either on the
bed, in a chair, on the sofa, or any other comfortable spot. The
woman sits on his lap facing him, with her legs wrapped
around him. The closeness of your bodies will make this
position feel really intimate, as you can kiss and look into each
other’s eyes. In this position her clitoris will rub on your
stomach and pubic bone as you rock back and forth. Another
alternative is to have your partner face away from you and
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you can reach around and touch her body and clitoris. Or she
can touch herself!
Missionary position (or man on top) - Regular missionary
position or the man on top position is one of the most wellknown and standard sexual positions. Maybe it’s a classic
because the way the man and woman’s bodies are positioned
naturally stimulates the woman’s clitoris. She lies down on
her back and he lies down on top of her. In order to get even
better clitoral stimulation, try positioning yourself more
forward so that your head is higher than hers as opposed to
level with hers. This great angle intensifies the stimulation.
Side by side - In this position both partners lie against each
other on their sides facing in the same direction. The man will
enter the woman from behind. Obviously in this position your
body won’t naturally provide any clitoral stimulation on its
own, however, you will have full access to stimulate her
clitoris and touch other parts of her body from behind. She
can also bend her top leg either placing her foot in front of her
or hooking it around your back.
From behind (or “doggy style”) - This is another popular
position for a lot of men because this particular position
allows the man to penetrate his partner really deeply. The
clitoris won’t get any body contact in this position so it’s
important to reach your hand around and stimulate your
partner’s clitoris. This can sometimes be difficult to do, in
which case the woman can also stimulate herself during sex.
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Some Extra Sex Tips
There is a lot more to good sex than sexual positions. While
the right position can put you in a great place to please your
partner, it’s not the only thing you need to pay attention to.
Here are a few other things to keep in mind:
·

Communication - Remember all the different kinds of
communication. Pay attention to her body language and
non-verbal cues. You can also verbally ask her, “do you
like that?” or “show me what you like” to get some great
feedback.

·

Foreplay - As previously mentioned, you should be
spending a decent amount of time on foreplay before
moving on to intercourse. The amount of time necessary
will vary from woman to woman and it probably will vary
from day to day for each woman. There might be days
when she is distracted and needs more foreplay to get her
into the mood and other days when she’s already turned
on and will need less foreplay.

·

Take it slow and easy - One mistake a lot of men make
is being too rough in bed, both with their thrusting and
when stimulating the clitoris. First, thrusting usually feels
a lot better and more sensitive when you go slower and
don’t pound away. Second, the clitoris is extremely
sensitive and you should also stimulate it with a very light
touch unless your partner instructs you to do otherwise.

·

Use lubrication - Lubrication can be fantastic to use
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using foreplay and intercourse. Even though a woman’s
vagina produces natural lubrication when she is sexually
excited, it only produces a limited amount and that can
vary from woman to woman and from experience to
experience. Having lube on hand guarantees that she
won’t experience any uncomfortable dryness. Think
about it, when a woman gives you a hand job or you
masturbate, it feels much better when she uses some
form of lubrication than if she doesn’t use anything at all.
The same applies for women.
·

Be a giver - Remember to try new things and incorporate
what your partner likes, not just the positions and
techniques that you like. You can compromise by having
sex in a position that she likes in the beginning until she
orgasms and then moving into a position that you like
more until you finish.
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G SPOT ORGASMS

The G spot is one of those areas that many have heard of, but
not everyone has experienced its wonders. Those that have,
usually can’t get enough of it. The G spot is said to give
amazingly powerful vaginal orgasms that are different and
completely separate from clitoral orgasms. Experts argue
about whether or not the spot exists in all women. Some
swear that it does, that those who can’t locate it just haven’t
stimulated it in the right way. Others say that not every
woman has a G spot or will enjoy having it stimulated. In this
section we’ll discuss what the G spot is, where it’s located, and
how to stimulate it.
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What is the G Spot?
Just like men have erectile tissue in their genitals, women do
too. The clitoris is erectile tissue, for example. You will notice
that when you stimulate it, it will fill with blood, enlarge, and
become harder. The G spot is another area that is made up of
erectile tissue. It can be accessed and stimulated from within
the vagina once it is erect.
The spot was discovered in the 1940s by a gynaecologist
named Ernst Grafenberg. He wrote an article about the G spot
in a journal in 1950. He called it the urethral sponge and
talked about how it swelled during arousal. It was called this
because of its close proximity to the urethra. After this
discovery the world forgot about the G spot until many years
later when sexologists Beverly Whipple and John Perry
rediscovered it in their own work. When they realized that
Grafenberg had discovered the spot so many years before
they decided to name it after him, the G spot. Not a lot is
known about the G spot because there hasn’t been as much
research dedicated to it as there has been about other topics
in the world of sexuality.
Here is what we do know. At least some women can have
powerful orgasms from G spot stimulation that they describe
as completely different from clitoral orgasms. They have been
described as more intense than clitoral orgasms and less
localized in the genital area. We also know that some women
can even ejaculate or “squirt” when having a G spot orgasm.
This ejaculation doesn’t come from the G spot, but from the
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surrounding glands called the Skene’s gland. This doesn’t
happen to every woman, nor does every woman have a G spot
orgasm. Some women might really enjoy having their G spot
stimulated even though it doesn’t result in an orgasm for her.
Other women might not like the sensation at all.

Where is the G spot?
It’s not always easy to find the G spot. There is a reason why
a lot of women have never experienced this kind of orgasm.
One of the most important things you need to keep in mind is
that because the spot is made up of erectile issue a woman
needs to be aroused in order to find it. That means before you
go in search of the elusive spot you should engage in a lot of
foreplay to make sure that your partner is really turned on.
The G spot is located on the front, inner vaginal wall, in other
words, the inner wall of the vagina that is closest to the front
of her body. When a finger is inserted in the vagina the spot is
between two knuckles deep and one full finger length. The
location will vary a bit from woman to woman, so you will
have to feel around. You’re looking for an oval shaped spot
between the size of a dime and a quarter. It will feel different
from the rest of the vaginal wall because instead of feeling
smooth, the G spot will feel spongy, ridged, or rough to the
touch. It has been described as feeling similar to the feel of the
roof of your mouth.
How do you know you have found the right spot? Many
women feel like they need to pee when their G spot is
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stimulated. This is because of its close proximity to the
urethra and why the G spot got its original name, the urethral
sponge. Some women forget all about that funny need-to-pee
sensation once the twinges of pleasure begin, but for others
it’s impossible to ignore and it might mean that G spot
stimulation is not for them.

Stimulating the G Spot
Now that you have found it you need to know the best way to
stimulate it. Until you feel comfortable and confident with the
G spot, I would suggest sticking to manual stimulation with
your hand before moving on to sexual positions and/or sex
toys that stimulate the G spot. Starting there will allow you to
really get to know the inside of her vagina, exactly where the
G spot is and how to best stimulate it for her.
·

Find the G spot by using the information above. Insert
your index finger in her vagina with the palm of your
hand facing up. Once inside, bend your finger and move it
along the vaginal wall in search of the spot. Once you
think you have located it, try putting some pressure on it
with your finger and ask your partner how it feels.

·

There are a few different ways to stimulate the G spot. It’s
a good idea to try all of them and vary between them to
keep things interesting. One technique is to crook your
finger in a come-hither motion and sweep it firmly over
the G spot repeatedly. You can also try putting pressure
on the G spot with your finger and then firmly tapping it
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over and over again. The G spot responds to pressure, so
don’t be afraid to use firm stimulation here, but you
should never be too rough. Another trick is to move your
finger over the G spot in a circular and/or figure 8
movement.
·

Try alternating one of the techniques with the firm
tapping technique. This will give her little breaks from the
stimulation, which should make it more intense and help
to build up the sensation.

·

Experiment with different amounts of pressure and
speed. Always check in with your partner to find out
what’s working for her and what’s not. You can also put
your other hand on her stomach just on the opposite side
to where your hand is and apply a little bit of pressure.
This will intensify the sensation.

Once you have the G spot mastered with your fingering
techniques, you can try moving on to use some of the sex toys
that have been specially designed for use with the G spot. A
toy can also be useful for those who are having trouble
locating G spot or find that they aren’t able to provide the
right kind of stimulation with their hand. Although I
recommend trying to locate the G spot with your hand first, if
you haven’t had any luck, one of these special toys might make
all the difference. You will be able to recognize a G spot sex
toy by its shape. They will have a curved or bent tip that
mimics what your finger would look like when you make the
come hither movement. There is a wide variety of prices
when it comes to G spot sex toys. Unless you are absolutely
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certain that your partner loves G spot stimulation, it might be
best to first invest in a less expensive toy.
A G spot stimulating toy will vary in terms of girth (thickness
of the rod). Women new to this kind of stimulation might
prefer a simple, thin toy that will focus all of its sensation on
the G spot area. A toy that is too thick might distract the
attention away from the G spot. A good toy should be made
out of a hard or firm material, such as a hard silicone, metal,
glass, plastic, or wood. Many toys come with a vibrating
option. You and your partner might not find this necessary
since the G spot responds to pressure and vibration is usually
not strong enough to incite a good reaction. Some women
might even find it distracting. However, if you purchase a toy
with a vibrating option you can turn it off when using it for G
spot stimulation and turn it on to use for outside clitoral
stimulation. That way you can get more bang for your buck!
Keep in mind that some women like vibration when it comes
to their G spot. They report that it helps them pinpoint the
area more easily.
Using a toy to stimulate the G spot will require the same kinds
of techniques that you used with your finger. Use a variety of
different stimulations, speeds and pressure. Some men find a
toy easier because their hand doesn’t get tired, but others
prefer their own fingers because it gives them maximum
control over what they’re doing. Try both and see which one
works best for you and your partner.

Sexual Positions for G Spot Stimulation
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Once you have found the G spot with your hand or a toy you’re
ready to try a few terrific sex positions that stimulate her G
spot with your penis. I highly recommend finding the G spot
first using a toy or your hand. Once she is able to hone in on
the sensations of the G spot, she will get more out of a G spot
stimulating sexual position. When using each of these
positions keep the G spot’s location in mind in order to
manoeuvre your penis and thrusting in a way that will rub or
tap the spot. Some of these positions have already been
covered in the Better Intercourse section, but are mentioned
again here to show how they are useful for G spot stimulation.
Cowgirl Position - In this position the man lies flat on his
back on the bed and the woman straddles him as if she’s
riding a horse. It helps if the woman leans back slightly so that
the penis presses and rubs against the front vaginal wall,
hitting the G spot. Allow her to take the lead in this position
and determine the speed and depth of your thrusts. Many
women like this position because they have more control.
Many men love it because it provides a sexy view of their
partner on top.
Missionary Position with the Knees Bent - Everyone is
familiar with the classic missionary position, but this
particular version takes it a step further to aid in G spot
stimulation. The woman should lie on her back with her knees
bent and feet placed flat on the bed. She should prop up her
bottom with a pillow or two. The man will kneel in front of
her and thrust upward in order to hit the G spot. You can also
try folding the woman’s legs in toward her chest or slinging
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them over your shoulders for deeper penetration.
Doggy Style Position - This is another classic position, but it
needs be done in the right way in order to stimulate the G spot
correctly. She will be on all fours with her elbows on the bed.
The man needs to thrust downward in order to hit the G spot.
An alternative way to do this position is with both people
standing. She can bend forward and brace herself against the
bed, a table or a chair.
The Wanton Wheelbarrow Position - This position
requires flexibility and balance. It might not be the position
for you if you prefer something simple and straightforward.
Both people start out standing up. The woman will be facing
a chair or the bed and will slowly lean down over it until she
can rest her forearms down. The man stands behind her and
grabs one of her ankles and pulls it up near his hip, as if he is
manoeuvring a wheelbarrow one handed. It’s important to go
slowly so that the woman doesn’t lose her balance. This
position is great for hitting the G spot as long as you’re both
fit and willing to pull it off.
Lap Dance Position - Here the man will sit down in a
comfortable cross legged position. The woman sits on his lap
and straddles him as if she is going to give him a lap dance,
facing him. Similar to the cowgirl position, she should slowly
lean back, with the man holding her in position as she rides
him and he thrusts upward. This is a great position for
building intimacy as well as hitting the G spot. The closeness
of the two bodies and the ability to look each other in the eyes
as you have sex can be amazing.
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Spooning Position - This can also be a wonderfully intimate
position. Many couples get into bed this way to cuddle and fall
asleep together. In this position, the couple will go together
like a pair of spoons. The woman lies slightly curled into a
fatal position and the man presses himself against her from
behind, fitting his body around hers. He enters her from
behind and the angles of their bodies will provide the perfect
G spot stimulation. In this position you will not be able to
thrust quickly, but it can be incredibly intimate for both
parties. Women tend to like slower, more sensual thrusting so
this might end up being a favorite of hers.

Final Note on G Spot Orgasms
It’s important to mention that not all women like G spot
stimulation. Just as with any kind of sexual activity, every
woman will have her personal preferences. The G spot, or
vaginal, orgasm has often been considered superior to clitoral
orgasms and much sought after, but the truth is that not all
women enjoy them. Another percentage of women might
enjoy G spot stimulation but aren’t able to have orgasms from
it. There are also many women who love and prefer clitoral
orgasms. The important thing to remember during any kind
of sexual intimacy is to be open to trying new things, but also
to be flexible. If your partner doesn’t think that G spot
stimulation is for her then respect that and don’t insist on
continuing.
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SPICING THINGS UP WITH SEX TOYS

Incorporating sex toys into your intimate relationship can be
a great way to enhance you and your partner’s pleasure. You
don’t have to be a “freaky” couple in order to use sex toys.
They can be useful for many reasons. They can spice up a
sexual relationship that has fallen into a boring routine, they
can aid in achieving orgasms or improve orgasms, and much
more.

What’s a sex toy?
A sex toy can be many things. Most people think of the
“traditional” toys, like vibrators and dildos, but a toy could
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really be made from many different things. A sex toy is
defined as something other than your body that you use
during sexual play. Though you are free to get as creative as
you want in the bedroom, we’re going to discuss the more
widely accepted types of sex toys in this book.

How do I know what to buy?
Shopping for a sex toy these days can be overwhelming with
all of the options out there, but there are also some serious
benefits. The biggest benefit of all is that you can purchase sex
toys online. This allows you to research and view all the
options out there before making your choice. Make sure you
choose a reputable online store and always read the reviews
to ensure you’re getting the best product. I suggest shopping
alongside your partner if you will be using the toy together.
She will have a better idea of what she’ll like than you do and
it can be a great learning experience for you to gain some
insight into what she likes that she might not have mentioned
before.
Online shopping is also anonymous, which is a big plus for
many sex toy users. One of the drawbacks, of course, is that
you don’t actually see the physical product until it arrives on
your front doorstep (side note: make sure to shop at an online
store that sends your purchase in a discreet, unmarked box).
For that reason, it’s also important to make sure the online
store you choose has a good return policy for unused,
unopened toys.
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If you do decide to visit a sex shop, you have the benefit of
seeing the toys in person before making a purchase. You can
also consult with the person working there to learn from their
expertise.

Different Types of Vibrators
There are many different types of vibrators out there these
days and because it’s such a popular and successful sex toy,
the industry is constantly coming up with new types and
options to choose from. Here are some of the common
options:
·

Dildo - Not all dildos come with a vibrating option, but
some do these days. A dildo is a shaft, shaped like a penis
(some more than others). Some dildos vibrate and others
do not. While a vibrating dildo can be useful for outside
stimulation of the clitoris and other parts of the vulva,
vibration when used during penetration is usually not
that effective, so this toy would generally be used more
for penetration.

·

Vibrator (rabbit type) - The rabbit type vibrator
combines penetration and clitoral vibrating stimulation
for a combination that many women love. Although many
women orgasm from clitoral stimulation alone, they
report having an even more intense orgasm when it’s
combined with penetration. This vibrator looks like a
penis and has a part at the base that sticks out and curls
up to vibrate on the clit. The shaft is often a realistic
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looking penis with a pronounced head that works to
stimulate the G spot for some women.
·

Small vibrator (bullet, lipstick, etc.) - Another type of
vibrator is a small egg, bullet or other shaped device that
is meant solely for external use. This can be a great toy to
use in couples play or for a woman who really likes
clitoral stimulation and doesn’t necessarily want
penetration.

·

Additionally there are many other types of toys that have
vibration as a part of their features and many other
vibrators in different shapes and sizes.

Vibration can be used in a lot of different ways in the
bedroom. It doesn’t just need to be to stimulate her clitoris,
although that is probably one of the most common and
popular ways! Try it out on yourself and on other erogenous
areas on both of your bodies. Test different strengths and
speeds of vibration. Every woman is different and will prefer
something different when it comes to a toy.

Other Sex Toys
While there are many, many different sex toys out there, it
would take an entirely separate book to detail all of them. For
that reason, I will only list some of the other options here and
if there is something that sparks your attention, then you can
thoroughly research it online.
·

Butt plug, anal beads, etc. - For those interested in anal
play, these toys are for you.
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·

Cock ring - This is a ring that men use to maintain harder
and longer lasting erections. Many of them come with
vibrating add ons these days to stimulate the clitoris
during sex. Some men report enjoying the vibrations as
well.

·

BDSM toys, whips, paddles, blindfolds, etc. - If you
think you might be interested in the world of bondage,
domination, sadism and/or masochism (BDSM) then you
might want to research BDSM toys. There are MANY,
MANY different types of toys that could fall under this
category ranging from the very tame (think blindfolds
and silk scarves) to the more adventurous (think whips
and studded paddles).

·

G spot stimulators - These are toys that are specially
shaped to stimulate the G spot and give a G spot orgasm.

Some men feel intimidated by sex toys because they worry
that a toy might do their “job” better than they can. Guys, don’t
worry about this. First of all, no matter how great the toy is, it
will never replace the intensity of human contact. Second of
all, if you’re doubting your skills, this book is here to help you
hone them. A great lover is one that pays attention to the
particular needs and desires of his partner. There is no one
size fits all lover! And a toy could never do what a real, live
person can.
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SEXY CLOTHING IN THE BEDROOM

Sexy clothing can add an exciting touch to your sexual
relationship. Some people might not consider clothing a sex
toy, whereas others may insist that it is. Either way, a sexy
outfit, costume or lingerie set can add a lot of heat to your
sexual encounter. Here are some of the options out there for
sexy clothing:
Lingerie - A woman can wear the naughtiest, sexiest lingerie
you have ever seen under an old pair of dungarees and a plaid
work shirt and no one would be the wiser, except for the lucky
one who gets to see her without her clothes on. This is part of
what makes lingerie so exciting. It’s for your and her eyes
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only. Some women feel that wearing lingerie makes them feel
sexier.
Costumes - In a sex shop you will see a lot of different
costumes that couples can use for role playing a sexual
scenario. You might find maid costumes, police uniforms,
nurses’ outfits and a variety of other dress up options.
Costumes can be a lot of fun and help to create the fantasy that
you’re trying to play out.
Fetish clothing - Another type of clothing you might see in
your local sex shop or online is fetish clothing. This could be
made of leather, latex, or rubber.
One fun way to incorporate sexy clothing into your sexual
play is to buy a sexy piece of clothing for your partner and ask
her to wear it for you the next time you are together. If it’s
lingerie, she can wear it under her clothing when you go out
on the town. It will be a big turn on to know what she is
wearing under her dress. If it’s a costume or fetish-wear, you
can keep it in the bedroom and have a blast.
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DISCOVERING HER INTIMATE
SECRETS AND FANTASIES

The inner world of a woman’s fantasies is a complicated and
secret one. Can I tell you exactly what she fantasizes about
when she touches herself or when she wants to get herself in
the mood? Absolutely not. Just like there isn’t one way to
please a woman sexually, there isn’t one set of fantasies that
applies to all women. Women like different things and
different things turn them on. So how do you know what her
fantasies are about?
Communication. One way to find out what gets her really
turned on is to simply ASK her. However, you should also
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keep in mind that you might not get the answer that you want.
Make sure you truly want to know her secret thoughts and
fantasies before asking. Some men can’t handle their
partner’s fantasy and might even be threatened by it. It’s also
important to know that your partner might not feel
comfortable sharing them with you. Remember, they’re her
intimate secret fantasies for a reason. Just as you likely have
things you don’t want anyone to know, she probably does too.
Finally, when it comes to fantasies it’s especially important to
remember that having a fantasy doesn’t necessarily mean
that the person wants to fulfil it. Sometimes a fantasy is just
something really naughty that we use to get turned on, but the
act of actually following through with it is not what we’re
interested in.
Although I can’t tell you for sure what your partner’s fantasies
are, I can share with you some of the most common female
fantasies… Here they are:
·

Her Dominating You - One common fantasy that many
women have is being in complete control in the bedroom.
This might not have anything to do with her personality
or yours outside of your sexual relationships. You could
be a real macho man in normal life, but there is just
something about her taking control when the lights go
out that really gets her going.

·

You Dominating Her - Another popular fantasy for
women is you dominating her in the bedroom. Again, this
has nothing to do with the type of woman she is outside
of sexual situations. She might be a strong woman who
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demands respect, but when it comes to sex, it excites her
to be the passive one.
·

The Teacher/Student Fantasy - A common fantasy for
both men and women is the teacher/student fantasy.
Women might fantasize about being the teacher or the
student in this one.

·

Sex with a Stranger - This is one of those taboo fantasies
that really get both men and women excited. Whether or
not she would actually follow through with it or not (if
she were single), thinking about sex with a complete
stranger might be something that really turns her on.

·

The Threesome - Now don’t get too excited, just because
she might fantasize about adding another person to your
sex life, doesn’t mean that she would actually do it in real
life. Some men get really excited when they hear that
their partner fantasizes about a threesome, just like they
do. However, the reality of making this fantasy come true
might be more complicated than you think. Nonetheless,
it makes the list of one of her top fantasies. When it comes
to threesomes, women out there are fantasizing about
adding both a female and a male partner into the mix.

·

The Voyeur - Men might have the reputation of being
more voyeuristic, but it turns out that watching someone
else is also a common female fantasy. She might fantasize
about watching you touch yourself, watching you with
another woman, or even spying on another couple while
they get intimate.
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·

The Exhibitionist - The other fantasy that a lot of women
have is about being watched. This could involve a number
of different scenarios. Maybe she wants you to watch her
touch herself, maybe she wants to have sex in a public
place where you could be seen, or maybe she wants to do
it with the curtains wide open. Exhibitionism can be
played out in many ways.

·

The Private Dancer - She fantasizes about stripping for
you. This is a sexy and naughty act that can make her feel
quite powerful as she moves and turns you on with her
dancing.
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ROLE PLAYING FANTASIES

As I mentioned before, sometimes a person doesn’t truly want
to act out their fantasies, they just serve as little stories in
their heads to get them turned on. But other times a person
does want to act out a fantasy. If this is the case, role playing
can be a great, safe, and very fun way to fulfil a fantasy. Here
are a few ideas.
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·

Role play one of you being the teacher and the other being
the student. You can even complete the fantasy role play
with costumes and props (think: school uniforms, glasses,
ruler, etc.).

·

Role playing is a fantastic way to “fulfil” the sex with a
stranger fantasy without actually including a single
stranger. Plan a fun evening where the two of you “meet
for the first time” out at a bar, park or whatever location
you like. From there you can play out the fantasy of two
people who don’t know each other getting it on.

·

Think of other fun and sexy role playing scenarios. One of
you could be the doctor and the other is the patient. You
can also play boss and assistant. There are many ways to
role play and this kind of activity can really add a lot of
excitement to your sexual relationships. Include
costumes and props for extra fun!
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PLEASURE FOODS FOR BETTER SEX

Food is important when it comes to sex in a few different
ways. First, your health and what you eat have a direct effect
on your sexual life. Having really good sex requires a healthy
body, good blood flow, stamina and a number of other things
related to health. Eating healthy foods and exercising are two
important ways to make sure your body is functioning at full
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capacity and is able to perform at its best sexually. In addition,
there are certain foods that aid in having better sex, better
erections, and a stronger libido. Here is a list of some of the
foods, vitamins and minerals you need to include in your diet
in order to have really amazing sex:
·

Foods with Arginine - Arginine is an amino acid found in
a lot of different foods. It raises the nitric oxide levels in
the body, something that increases blood flow
throughout your entire body (which is important for
making sure blood flows freely to the genitals). Arginine
can be found in whole grains, granola, peanuts, oatmeal,
cashews, pecans, coconut, seaweed, seeds, chickpeas,
watermelon, lentils, meat, fish, eggs, and spinach.

·

Foods with Omega-3s - Omega 3s are essential fatty
acids that the body needs in order to survive.
Unfortunately, the body doesn’t produce Omega 3s on its
own, so you have to include them in your diet. The reason
they are good for your sex life is because they make your
nervous system function more effectively. They can be
added in your diet through eating oily fish such as
mackerel, salmon, and sardines, or other foods like
walnuts, edible seeds, clary sage seed oil, algal oil,
flaxseed oil, Sacha Inchi oil, Echium oil, hemp oil, and a
fish oil supplement.

·

Maca Root - Maca root is considered a superfood by
many and is grown in the high Andes of Peru. It has many
uses and benefits for your body. The sexual effects
include increased sexual desire, hormonal balance, and
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increased fertility. There are other health benefits as well,
including helping with anaemia, improving memory,
depression, enhancing energy, and much more. It is
believed to help with sexuality because of its high levels
of minerals, enzymes and essential amino acids.
·

Serotonin - Serotonin is not a type of food, but a
neurotransmitter that is associated with your mood. It’s
essential when it comes to sexual desire in that low levels
of serotonin are associated with depression, but high
levels can actually decrease your sexual desire.
Therefore, you want to follow a diet that helps you
maintain healthy, normal levels of serotonin. In order to
do so you should avoid an excess of coffee, soy,
carbonated drinks, and follow a balanced diet of complex
carbs and healthy proteins, like potatoes, lentils, and
nuts.

·

Dopamine - Dopamine is another neurotransmitter
related to sexuality that is associated with controlling the
brain's reward and pleasure centers. You can give your
dopamine level a boost by eating a square of chocolate
every day. Dopamine is believed to help increase desire
and improve overall sexual functioning.

·

Catuaba - Catuaba is an infusion made from the bark of
several different trees from Brazil. It has been referred to
as “Brazilian Viagra.” It uses include heightening sexual
arousal and improving male sexual performance issues.

·

Foods High in Zinc - Zinc is essential for the production
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of testosterone in your body, which is the hormone (in
both men and women) related to the sex drive and it is
also related to preventing impotence in men. Get enough
zinc in your diet by including these foods high in zinc:
peas, lentils, oats, red meat, certain seafood, and tuna.
Taking a multivitamin is another good way to ensure that
you’re getting enough zinc. You should also steer clear of
smoking and drinking alcohol and coffee in excess, which
can negatively affect your levels.
·

Foods with B-Complex Vitamins - The B vitamins are
essential for being sexually healthy because they boost
fertility, circulation, your libido, and increase energy.
Because there are 11 different kinds of B vitamins, you
could take a complete B vitamin supplement to ensure
that you’re getting the proper dose of all of them. If you
prefer to get them through your food, include lots of fish,
legumes, eggs, brown rice, and other whole grains in your
diet.

·

Foods with Vitamin E - Vitamin E is important to sexual
health because it helps to increase blood flow throughout
the body. It keeps blood vessels healthy and plaque-free,
which is super important because unhealthy blood
vessels are one of the main causes of soft or non-existent
erections. You can get vitamin E in your diet through
plant oils, salmon, eggs, almonds, and leafy greens (i.e.
spinach).

·

Foods with Potassium - Potassium is another mineral
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that helps in the production of testosterone. It boosts
sexual responsiveness as well. Add it into your diet by
eating lean meats, nuts, whole grains, fruits (i.e. bananas),
and vegetables.
·

Foods with Vitamin C - Vitamin C is very important
when it comes to your sperm quality and count. It
increases sperm mobility, count, and strength. It has
other great health benefits as well that can help you feel
better and enjoy sex more. For example, it helps the body
absorb iron, which helps you with your energy level. It
also increases hormones in the body that reduce stress.
Citrus fruits, tomatoes, peppers, onions, and various
other fruits and vegetables have high levels of vitamin C.

·

Foods with Vitamin A - Vitamin A works to strengthen
testicular tissue, regulate healthy sperm levels, and aid
your body in utilizing the testosterone that is already
present. Add it to your diet in the form of liver, eggs,
carrots, sweet potatoes, and spinach.

Note: If you are under the supervision of a medical
practitioner or taking prescribed medication consult with
your medical practitioner before embarking on any of the
above.
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FOOD AS A SEX TOY

The second way that food can play a role in your sexuality is
by using food during sex play. You can be really creative when
it comes to adding some food into your sexual activity. Think
about what flavors, temperatures and textures might
stimulate you and your partner’s senses. Many people like
using fruit, chocolate sauce, whipped cream, cake frosting,
and other things to add a little flavor. If this is something you
and your partner think you might enjoy, then get creative!
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HOW TO GIVE GOOD ORAL SEX

Oral sex is a really special kind of sex that you can share with
your partner. Unlike intercourse, oral sex is an opportunity
for you to give 100% to your partner without necessarily
receiving anything in return. One person can give fully
without thinking about or being distracted by their own
sexual pleasure. The other person can lie back and receive
without worrying about being selfish. While oral sex is
generally popular among both men and women, some women
have trouble enjoying it fully. This could be for a number of
different reasons. One reason could be because of body image
issues. If she isn’t comfortable with her body, it might be
difficult for her to have all of the attention on her. Some
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women report that they don’t like how oral sex feels. But most
of the time women love having their partner go down on
them. Here is some important information about how to give
good oral sex:
·

Start exploring. Different women like different things
and it will be your job to explore your partner’s vulva and
vagina to discover exactly what she likes. A lot of oral sex
is focused on the clitoris, which makes a lot of sense
because it’s so sensitive and many women orgasm from
having it touched. However, start by stimulating some of
the areas around the clitoris. It’s such a sensitive area that
going straight for it might feel too intense, uncomfortable
or even painful for some women. Try stimulating the
mons pubis, the labia and the area surrounding the clit
before moving in. Begin by licking, sucking and kissing
the area around the clitoris. Move your tongue along her
lips and put your tongue inside her vagina.

·

Have a light touch. The clitoris is filled with very
sensitive nerve endings. You should be extremely gentle,
especially in the beginning. As she gets more turned on
she might want more intense stimulation, but you should
never be rough when stimulating the clitoris. When
you’re making your way to the clitoris, start by licking the
clitoral hood (the area just above the clitoris). The clitoris
is actually much bigger than what you see on the outside.
It continues inside the woman’s body, so licking this area
stimulates the part of her clitoris that is just below the
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surface. It’s slightly less sensitive and allows you to build
up the intensity of the sensations.
·

Change it up. Remember, just because you found
something that your partner seems to responding well to
doesn’t mean that you should continue doing the same
move over and over again. Even if it feels amazing, she can
start to become desensitized to the stimulation if you
don’t change things up and make it more interesting. The
best technique is to use a variety of different stimulations,
which will make her much more sensitive to your touch.

·

Watch her body language. It’s important to be able to
tell the difference between squirming around in
discomfort and writhing around with pleasure. Does it
seem like she’s pulling back or bucking her hips up
toward you? Watch her facial reactions and listen to her
breathing and moaning. If you’re not sure how to read
her, you can always ask her to show you what she likes.

·

Once you notice that she is more aroused you can
start providing stimulation that is slightly more
intense. Try gently sucking on her clitoris with your
whole mouth. Try kissing it and taking the whole thing
into your mouth. Once her clitoris and surrounding area
is inside your mouth, slowly move your tongue over her
clit while she’s inside your mouth.

·

Use your fingers. Once you see that she is really aroused,
insert your middle or fore finger into her vagina while
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simultaneously licking and sucking on her clitoris and
vulva. As you finger her, try crooking your finger slightly
in a come hither motion, which will help to stimulate the
G spot.
·

Use your hands. Even though most of your focus is going
to be on her clitoris and vulva, remember that you still
have at least one free hand that can provide some extra
stimulation. In addition to putting a finger into her
vagina, you could also insert a well lubricated finger into
her anus during oral sex. You can also massage her butt
and thighs and move her hips closer to your face with
your hands. Or you could use your free hand to reach up
and stimulate her breasts and nipples.

·

Be creative with different positions - While most
people have oral sex in the traditional way with the
woman lying on her back with her legs spread open and
her partner bent down between them, there are a few
variations to that position that can make oral sex even
better.
o On the edge - In this position the woman lies down on
the edge of the bed with her butt and her legs hanging
down. Her partner gets down on his knees in front of
her on the floor. This position is oftentimes more
comfortable for the giver because you aren’t crouched
over, but you can also put a pillow under your knees to
get extra support.
o Oral doggy style - It’s not hard to imagine what this
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position looks like. For those guys who love the visual
of doggy style, this is the position for you. The woman
gets on all fours and her partner gives her oral sex
from behind. If your partner gets tired from holding
herself up on all fours while you’re going down on her,
use a few pillows to prop her up and have her lean on
top of them so that you can have full access to the area.
o Straddling - This is a very erotic and sexy position
where the man lies down on the bed and the woman
straddles his head and lowers herself down so that her
vulva is right in his face. One of the benefits of this
position is that it allows her total control over the
intensity of your stimulation, plus you get to lie back
and go down on her with very little strain on your
body.
o Assisted 69 - The 69 position is well known and a fun
way that both you and your partner can enjoy oral sex,
but it’s not always the most comfortable for both of
you. In this position the man lies on his back on the
couch with his backside against the end of the couch
and his legs draped over the arm of the couch. The
woman can straddle your head and place herself
accordingly to give you oral sex at the same time. The
couch will allow you both to stay in a comfortable
position.
o The giver - In this position the woman should lie on her
side with her top leg bent to give you full access to her
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vulva. The man also lies down on his side in front of
her and performs oral sex from this angle.
Oral sex is a great way to treat your partner to something that
is just for her. You shouldn’t expect to receive it in return, but
often it’s great to reciprocate.
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GETTING CREATIVE WITH LUBRICANTS

It’s impossible to have a conversation about how to please a
woman without talking about lubricants. When a woman is
sexually aroused she releases natural lubrication. Many
people, both men and women, think that this amount of
lubrication is enough to have a successful sexual encounter,
but there are many things that can affect a woman’s natural
lubrication. First, women only release a small amount of
lubrication at the beginning of arousal, so often things can get
dry down there before a couple is finished being intimate. Age
and hormonal changes can also negatively affect a woman’s
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ability to produce lubrication. Dietary changes, hormonal
changes (such as during the menstrual cycle, breastfeeding,
menopause or after a hysterectomy), stress, lack of sleep and
even emotional changes can affect lubrication. For all of these
reasons it’s important to have a synthetic lubricant on hand.
Just as it feels better for a man to be sexually stimulated with
lubricant, the same is true for women.

What kind should I be using?
There is more than one kind of lubricant out there, so you
might have to shop around a bit to find the brand that is best
for you. Here is a quick guide to help you get started:
·

Water-based lubes - This kind of lube is nice and
slippery and is easy to clean off your body by just using
water. The only drawback to water-based lubes is that
they may need to be reapplied throughout sexual activity.
You always want to make sure that you use the highest
quality and safe lubricant, so look for one that is
petrochemical-free, glycerine-free and paraben-free.

·

Silicone-based lubes - These are popular because they
are slick and don’t require as much reapplying as waterbased options. They can also be used in water without
being rinsed off. This makes them a good option for
having sex in the shower, etc. They can be washed off
with soap and water. You want to use them more
sparingly than water-based lubes and be careful about
spilling them on places you don't want to slip on later.
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·

Oil-based lubes - These lubricants are the least
recommended of the three for several reasons. First, this
type of lubricant can break down latex condoms making
them more likely to break. Many people find that oilbased lubricants aren’t as slippery or slick as the other
options and that they are too thick. They are also more
difficult to clean afterwards. Some also have allergies to
oil-based options. However, there are people who prefer
this kind of lube. Two examples of oil-based lubes are
Vaseline and vitamin E oil.

·

You must always use either a water-based or siliconebased lubricant with latex condoms because oil-based
lubricants increase the risk of the condom breaking.

·

Flavored lubes are water-based and come in many
flavors. These can be fun to use for massage or oral sex.

·

Be cautious with lubricants with spermicide in them
because many women have allergies to spermicides.

How should I use lube?
For sexual intercourse lube can be applied generously to both
the entire shaft and head of the penis and to the woman’s
vulva and vagina opening. If you use condoms with your
partner, you can also put a few drops of lube into the tip of the
condom to make your experience more pleasurable.
Lube can also be used during mutual masturbation, hand jobs,
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fingering, anal play, massage, and any time you think a
smoother touch would feel good. You can even get creative
about how you use lube and try rubbing it over your partner’s
nipples, for example. Just squeeze the desired amount into
your hand or directly onto the area.
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AVOIDING PREGNANCY AND SEXUALLY
TRANSMITTED INFECTIONS

While discussing the amazing parts of sexuality and how to
enjoy it to the fullest, it’s also important to talk about some of
the risks that can accompany sexual activity. Sexually
transmitted infections are among those risks. If you’re
sexually active, the best way to prevent sexually transmitted
infections (STIs, A.K.A. sexually transmitted diseases) during
penetrative sex is to use male condoms. Those are the most
effective way to protect yourself as long as they are used
correctly. Male condoms can also be used when performing
oral sex on men, and a dental dam (a thin sheet of latex) when
performing oral sex on women. If you ever have any strange
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symptoms, marks, bumps, discharge or anything out of the
ordinary on your genitals, you should consult your physician
right away. Additionally, you and your partner should be
tested regularly for all sexually transmitted infections, even if
you are in a relationship. Many of them have no symptoms at
all, especially in men.
If you are not trying to conceive a child you need to consider
what type of contraception you and/or your partner will use
in order to prevent pregnancy. There are many options out
there and this should be something you discuss with your
partner. Many times the ultimate decision will be hers since
many of the birth control options we have right now involve
the woman taking the majority of the responsibility.
However, using a male condom not only reduces your chances
of contracting an STI, but it will also help to prevent unwanted
pregnancy. Many couples use condoms as well as a hormonal
method (such as the birth control pill, etc.) in order to be
protect from both.
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CONCLUSION

Becoming a great partner and lover to your woman takes
more than just reading a book. This book is meant to serve as
a guide in getting to know your individual partner better. I can
provide you with all of the knowledge and information you
need to be the best possible partner, but in the end you need
to be the one who puts in the effort and makes changes.
Paying attention to all of the different things that have been
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discussed in this book will make you more sensitive to your
partner’s opinions, desires, and needs and you will see real
changes in the quality of your relationship. Your intimacy will
increase and you will become closer than you ever thought
possible. I wish you the best on your journey to treating your
woman, and yourself, to a happier, healthier and sexier
relationship.
Yours in greatest pleasure
Rebecca Stone
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To order further copies of this book visit:
www.sunrisedigitalmedia.com
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